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Around the RAF bases
Get your free copy on the bases

This issue, as always, is filled with more of 
your active adventures; from motorsports 

to winter sports to adventurous training. I find 
myself feeling a little envious as I sit reading 
the articles with my crutches propped against 
the table, recovering from surgery. But I also 
feel inspired and motivated - there are so 
many things I still want to try so I can find my 
new ‘active’. I need to accept that kite surfing 
is no longer on my to do list! 

That said, there are many other things 
that you (and I) can get involved in and 
the What’s On section is filled with lots of 
opportunities. Did you know that the RAF has 
over 50 sporting and Adventurous Training 
associations? They are always looking for new 
members, so whichever activity might be 
your things, there is an opportunity waiting 
for you. You will find all the information you 
need on the RAF Sports Federation Website. 

Inside this issue 
you’ll read of 
Lynsey Kelly’s sports 
recovery journey and 
how she has learnt 
that there are things 
she can and needs to 
let go of. Sport can 
help us do amazing 
things, but for her 
she realised that she 
doesn’t need to be in 
control of everything. 

A group from Odiham took on Mount 
Kilimanjaro, with a challenge to complete the 
Lemosho route within 7. This pushed each 
of them to their limit but as a team, they 
support one another to achieve their goal. 
They realised the unique and incredible job 
we all have that allows us to do such things. 
You’ll also see one article with a different take 
than usual – head to page 18 and have a look 
at what people have been getting involved 
in whilst they are deployed in the Falkland 
Islands. 

This magazine is only made possible 
because of those who do this, in addition 
to their full-time job! The team of people 
around me are volunteers with either 
a passion for their particular sport or a 
passion, like me, to get people involved. It 
may be they want to introduce someone 
to a new sport so they can progress to an 
elite level, or it could be just getting people 
moving and leading a more active lifestyle. 
You can read a little about each of them 
inside. 

We are also looking to increase our 
online presence and now have a dedicated 
Media role within the team. So, for those 
on social media, have a look at the details 
to the left of this page and follow us. You 
may not want to write a whole article but if 
you have some pictures you want to share, 
publicising your sport or activity – send it 
to RAFActiveMag+media@gmail.com or 
message on social media. Just tell us where 
and what you were up to and we can post 
it for you.  

We don’t just need volunteers to get be 
help create the magazine – we also, and 
this is the most important part, need you to 
share your experiences with us. If you love 
your sport or have recently been on an AT 
exped or some other adventure and want 
to tell us all about – get in touch with one 
of the team. We look forward to hearing 
from you soon. 

Rachael Lee
Editor-in-Chief
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Exercise Seventh Summit
MOUNT KILIMANJARO
by Zoe Holtby

The adventure started from a small village 
called Moshi located in the shadows, on 
the south side of Kilimanjaro.  After meeting 
local guides and porters, we made a 3-hour 
off road bus journey on mud-laden roads, 
which would have been a challenge for 
most 4x4’s.  Lemosho Gate (2100m) would 
be the starting point and from here began 
a 4-hour trek through the luscious green 
forest to Mt Mkubwa camp (2780m).  A 
relatively easy day to break us in, the guides 
provided frequent reminders of moving 
‘pole, pole’ (slowly, slowly), which would 
be the secret to a successful summit.  The 
gradual ascent led to home for the evening, 
a campsite under a colourful canopy 

A team of 20 from RAF Odiham undertook a 
challenge in Tanzania, to climb Mount Kilimanjaro, 
the highest mountain in Africa.  The challenge 
was to complete the Lemosho route within 7 
days, approximately 70km of trekking to reach 
the 5895m summit. The Lemosho route crosses 
the Shira Plateau from west to east and traverses 
below Kilimanjaro’s southern ice fields on a path 
known as the Southern Circuit, before summiting 
from Barafu via Stella Point. 

of trees inhabited by the 
impressive Diademe ‘Blue’ 
and Colobus monkeys and to 
the irritancy of many, a jungle 
floor crawling with hundreds 
of feisty ants.

The next morning was 
glorious and mild with a 
5-hour climb, crossing the 
epic Shira ridge (3600m) 
before then dropping down 
to Shira 1 camp (3500m) 
situated on the plateau.  The 
sun was shining, and the 
views were breath-taking 
which kept spirits high.  
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by Peter ‘Oz’ Ellis

As the sun set, we got our first 
glimpse of what lay ahead, the 

clouds broke just as the moon 
crested the northern shoulder 
of the glacier-capped peak; a 

spectacular sight!’’
Today’s lesson was ‘climb high, sleep low’; 
this approach allowed everyone’s body to 
start acclimatising to the altitude under 
short exposures. So, we embarked on 
another 2-hour walk, gaining an additional 
300m in height before returning to camp. 
As the sun set we got our first glimpse of 
what lay ahead, the clouds broke just as the 
moon crested the northern shoulder of the 
glacier capped peak; a spectacular sight!

The next day started with a gentle 4-hour 
walk, gaining only a few hundred metres 
in altitude but travelling greater distance 
across the moorland to Shira 2 camp 
(3840m). The guides had planned to do a 
another 2-hour climb to further acclimatise, 
however as the heavens opened with force, 
the decision was made that the ‘juice wasn’t 
worth the squeeze’ so we set up camp 
for the day. With the tents beginning to 
saturate from the heavy rainfall and some 
of the team already starting to feel mild 
symptoms of altitude sickness, we all took 
some much-needed rest.  It was during 
this evening and unbeknown to the group 
that 10 of the Tanzanian porters, who 
could see the adverse weather conditions 
encroaching, turned back and left the 
mountain. Fortunately for us, we had a 
strong team, better equipment and a ‘you 
are only here once’ attitude.  We awoke to 
the familiar sound of heavy rain dropping 
onto the tent canvases; donning our Gore-
Tex and a trusty $3 umbrella, now the most 
important piece of kit, the group began the 
trek to Lava Tower (4630m).  The conditions 
were unrelenting; rain, sleet and even some 
snow challenged us during our greatest 
ascent so far.  The conditions were certainly 
testing us (and the limit of the Gore-Tex).  
The rocky descent from Lava Tower was 
challenging.  We were forced down a small 
but fast-flowing river, which two days 
previous had been a well-trodden path.  
When we reached Barranco camp (3960m) 
there were mixed emotions; another day 
closer to the goal but every piece of kit had 
become completely saturated. It was time 
to slide into damp sleeping bags and hope 
for the rain to pass. 

The seasoned porters were working 
extremely hard, but they too were 

struggling with the conditions, especially 
with the limited kit they could afford. We 
later discovered that other porters had 
been evacuated off the mountain, with one 
being hospitalised due to hypothermia. 
The Head Guide, Johnny, admitted that 
he had not seen conditions to rival these 
in over a decade. Kelly Whitaker reflected, 
‘the weather conditions and altitude 
sickness made the climb more mentally 
than physically challenging’, whist Rob 
Cruikshanks mirrored these thoughts and 
added, ‘to say I underestimated the trip 
would be an understatement’. 

With a 2-hour break in the clouds, we 
continued en route to Barafu base camp 
(4640m); this was a relief as the route 
included a steep scramble up the Great 
Barranco Wall, which offered incredible 
scenery. Sadly, the dry spell was brief, and 
the rain returned with vengeance, but a 
solid team spirit took everyone onwards to 
Karanga camp. After lunch, we pushed on 
with the 7-hour day, ascending to Barafu 
camp; it was at this point that altitude 
sickness became even more prominent.

We were nearly there, and it was evident 
that the conditions on the summit were 
going to be challenging, especially with 
the recent snow.  With just 5 hours of rest 
available, we prepared for the summit 
attempt, starting at midnight.  We awoke 
to a beautiful crisp and dry evening and 
amazingly the conditions were perfect!  
Headtorches lit up the snow kissed peak, 
and the big push to the summit began, 
albeit very ‘pole, pole’.  Even with regular 
breaks to reduce exertion and increase 
oxygen intake, the greatest effects of 
altitude were now being felt.  Most were 
out of breath and some were feeling 
nauseous.  Despite this and with great 
camaraderie, we inched our way to 
Stella Point (5739m) for sunrise.  It was a 
phenomenal achievement to reach this 
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point, but the challenge was not over yet 
and the team still had an hour of climbing 
to reach the summit.  After a short rest 
period, some layering of sunscreen and a 
bag of Haribo, we began the final journey 
to reach Uhuru Peak. By now the sun was 
beating down and the temperatures had 
swung wildly from freezing to tropical and 
at last everyone’s equipment had a chance 
to thaw out.

After six months of planning, training 
and preparation the team successfully 
reached the summit of Kilimanjaro (Uhuru 
Peak 5895m) at 8am on 19 October 2019.  
The views at the top were spectacular and 
despite the previous bad weather, the 
visibility stretched as far as the eye could 
see, with a deep blue sky and beaming 
sunshine.  The snow filled crater and distant 
glaciers were a sight to behold and no 
photo could do it justice.  Unfortunately, 
time at the summit was short, with the 
oxygen saturation levels low and altitude 
sickness affecting most of the team, a quick 
and safe descent to lower altitude was vital. 
After a quick break and celebratory photo, 
the team made the exhausting 6-hour 
journey all the way down to Mweka camp 

(3100m); an impressive effort 
by everyone after an 8-hour 
ascent. 

With success firmly in 
everyone’s mind, the final 
4-hour descent to the end gate 
passed quickly, despite the 

tired knees and aching feet. That afternoon, 
the team reflected on their incredible 
achievement over a beer, Christian Wilkins, 
the Expedition Leader said, ‘This was truly a 
once-in-a-lifetime experience; the team were 
pushed to their absolute limits but supported 
each other unconditionally to achieve their 
goal. These are the moments that make you 
realise what a unique and incredible job we 
all have’.

Having battled against the most 
treacherous weather conditions seen 
by our Head Guide since 2006, it was a 
phenomenal achievement for 19 out of 20 
to make the summit.

This once in a lifetime opportunity 
would not have been possible without the 
support and financial contributions from 
the RAF Charitable Trust, Nuffield Trust, RAF 
Odiham Junior Ranks Welfare Fund and JHC. 
The entire team are all extremely thankful. 
Furthermore, the expedition would not 
have taken place without the hard work 
and dedication of Christian Wilkins; this 
receives a deserved thank you from the 
Seventh Summit team. 

The Team: Michael Laing (Inst.), Christian 
Wilkins (Exped. Leader/Inst.), Owen 
Thornton (Inst.), Matthew Coulson, Scott 
Clark, Sophie Gale, Thomas Hobbs, James 
Penberthy-Gibbard, Robert Ruffles, Robert 
Cruikshanks, Neil Eaton, Oliver Dewey, 
Christopher Rowlands, Billy Asson, Scott 
Caro, Edward Holmes, Benjamin Hodkinson, 
Callum Cooper, Zoe Holtby and Matthew 
Langley.
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A lifetime of involvement in sport and activity, I have competed 
at various levels and age groups in football, gymnastics, athletics, 
badminton and hockey.  Hockey became the dominant focus 
throughout university (studying Sport & Exercise Science) and 
beyond. Since joining the RAF I have enjoyed AT opportunities 
including sea kayaking, sailing, mountain-biking and skiing and 
won an inter-Services indoor hockey tournament with the Masters 
squad.  As a ‘retired’ sportsman (or professional couch-potato), I 
tend to stick to cycling and swimming with irregular visits to the 
gym these days.  

Andy Knaggs - Deputy Editor Kev Morley - Air Sports Sub-Editor

I first experienced gliding as an Air Cadet, but took it up in earnest 
whilst posted to RAF Germany.  Since then, I have been fortunate 
enough to fly on AT expeditions to the French Alps and Australia, as 
well as in the UK. I am a qualified instructor with over 1000 (gliding) 
hours in the logbook but I enjoy any form of flying, although I’m  
not especially keen on heights…! I have been involved as the Air 
Sports sub-editor since 2010.

I am a member of the RAF Snowboard Team and have been 
training with them for 5 years. Unfortunately, due to injury (through 
snowboarding - resulting in knee surgery) I have missed the last 
two seasons. I have represented the RAF at the Inter services 
in Meribel, twice - the second saw the first RAF victory in many 
years. Now fully fixed, I will be returning to team training in the 
summer, to become an active team member again. I aim to use 
the magazine to help promote Winter Sports and get more people 
involved.

Chris Challenor - Winter Sports Sub-Editor

14141414

Meet The Team
Each issue you get a little insight as to who I am, as you read my 
thoughts on the articles you’ll find inside. What you don’t see 
and may not know, though, is the team of people who make it 
possible to produce this magazine. So here’s a little bit about 
some of these team members. Firstly, the editorial team who 
many of you may well engage with when sending articles in 
about your ‘active’ adventures. Next up is Phil and Jon, who are 

My love of football began at a very early age watching Channel 4’s 
much loved Football Italia on a Sunday afternoon. My passion for 
journalism and writing became apparent when at Music College in 
Birmingham after completing a music journalism elective. I see RAF 
Active as a perfect opportunity to combine my two interests, delve 
into new sports areas and meet and get to know the many fantastic 
people involved within our sport’s federations.

Andy Belfield - Ball & Racquet Sub-Editor

not involved with the content, but are responsible for many 
other things that can go unnoticed yet pull things together. And 
the latest edition to the team - Lawrence, handling the social 
media side. 
 Lastly, if you’d like to contribute to Active but don’t have quite 
enough material for an article, send a picture and a line of text 
for us to push out.
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As the Equitation sub-editor, you’d think I would be involved in 
RAF equitation, but I am not!  My wife, however, is heavily involved 
in RAF Dressage and I volunteered for Active to help promote the 
wide variety of equitation activities. I am active and keep fit through 
running and hiking.

Kev Sing - Equitation Sub-Editor

I inherited the Land Based AT sub-editor role from one of my own 
staff ‘back in the day’ (when I did Rachael’s job).  A keen mountain 
biker, hill walker, scrambler and mountaineer, I now find less time 
for such activities as I am managing 5 kids at home. However, I do 
still enjoy a thrash around a trail centre or trip over the Brecons on 
the 29er and manage to scramble up bigger hills a few times a year 
– preferably during winter – preferably on perfect névé...

Leigh Posthumus - Land Based AT Sub-Editor

I have been in the RAF since 1993 and commissioned as a Med 
Spt Officer in 2004.  I enjoy flying light aircraft having started my 
Private Pilot License in Akrotiri, however motorsport is my first love 
and passion.  I especially like rallying and try to spectate at as many 
events as I can; one day I would like to run my own competition car, 
funds permitting of course.

Chris McNarry - What’s On Sub-Editor

I race as part of the RAF Motorsports Association Motorcycle Race 
Team. I have also dabbled in the Trials Team but I’m yet to complete 
my first trial. I got involved in the magazine having written race 
reports for both RAF Active and RAF news. I thought I could enjoy 
editing articles, as well as write a few of my own, and tie that in with 
my love for motorsport.

Gary Hignett - Motor Sports Sub-Editor

Rob Davies - Water Sports Sub-Editor

I have always had a love of any water-based activity from a young 
age, and this has continued throughout my career in the RAF. I 
have skippered yachts in sunny Cyprus, fished for tuna in beautiful 
Ascension, wake boarded in chilly North Wales, raced dinghies in 
the wind-swept Falkland Islands, dived wrecks in historic Gibraltar, 
body boarded on the remote Isle of Tiree and more recently gained 
a BKSA Level 2 in the amazing sport of Kitesurfing. There are so 
many opportunities available and I wanted to be part of the team 
that helps to share and update everyone on them. Every time I 
review the articles that come to me, I get a serious case of envy!
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I joined the RAF as an Admin Clk while Pontius was on IOT. Having 
played rugby to a reasonable level, I subsequently dabbled in 
adventurous training and now claim to be a road cyclist. When not 
enjoying too many café stops, I get involved with the development 
of elite athletes at senior and junior level including the GB UK 
No1 Female javelin thrower. I thoroughly enjoy the challenge of 
innovating elite athletes, but also relish in giving something back to 
those who enjoy sport at all levels. 

I started my RAF career as a PTI before commissioning into Air Ops. 
I have represented the RAF at Triathlon and completed Ironman 
France in 2010. I have now stepped away from competing in 
triathlon but continue to remain physically fit and have a keen 
interest in sport and fitness.

My passion is outdoor pursuits.  Most weekends my wife and I can 
be found running around Shropshire (our home county), taking 
part in local half marathons or hill walking in North Wales.  Having 
been in the RAF for 16 years, I’ve had the privilege of taking part in 
adventurous trg courses including: sky diving at Weston-on-the-
Green, paragliding at Crickhowell, rock climbing in Lake Garda, and 
hill walking in Scotland.  I’ve also completed the sailing competent 
crew course, and gained a qualification in sea kayaking. It’s my 
aspiration to complete the Summer Mountain Leader qualification 
over the next few years.  I have recently moved away from the Land 
Based articles and now look at the ‘other’ stuff (Features sub-editor) 
but thoroughly enjoy reading and editing the articles. 

Calum Ferguson - Athletics Sub-Editor James Deytrikh - Triathlon Sub-Editor

Dave Walker - Features Sub-Editor

Meet The Team

Jon Bailey Treasurer/Secretary

I have been in the Armed Forces for 20 years. Throughout my career 
I have been fortunate to take part in Skydiving, Mountaineering, 
Winter Sports including Skiing and Luge and I have completed the 
Marathon Des Sables. My current passions include Snow Boarding 
and Golf.
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I have a keen interest in cycling and have dabbled at the racing 
side within the RAF Cycling association. I am looking to get more 
involved with winter sports - anything that allows me to go 
breakneck speed down hills, essentially. I wanted to get involved 
with the RAF Active magazine as it continues to publish interesting 
and worthwhile articles. The magazine gives me inspiration, 
publishing what is available and examples of what people can get 
involved with, while also allowing me to challenge myself on the 
social media side. I am looking to grow the magazine’s social media 
presence, expanding the reach and using social media as a platform 
to tell some of the stories that do not make it into the print edition 
of Active.

Lawrence Turner - Social Media Rep

Phil Major Treasurer/Secretary

A huge football fan and after over 25 years of playing, I have finally 
retired and am now the General Manager of the RAF Football Senior 
Representative Team. In my younger days I represented the RAF at 
Tug-of-War and have completed the London Marathon three times, 
raising thousands of pounds for charity. A keen outdoorsman, I 
enjoy hiking and walking and still manage the occasional obstacle 
course challenge! As a novice golfer, I am still working hard to bring 
my handicap down to a respectable level and hope that through 
my involvement with Active I can encourage others to enjoy the 
same sporting opportunities I have.

The Caribbean Specialist
We have exclusive rates for many resorts on these islands. 

Discounts available for groups. 
Ask us for a tailor-made holiday quotation

www.thegreenbarn.co.uk
 01223 264839

MILITARY CLOTHING & 
EQUIPMENT

MILITARIA

VICTORINOX 
SWISS ARMY KNIVES

CLOTHING ACCESSORIES

SURVIVAL/ ADVENTURE & 
ACCESSORIES
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If you’re deploying to the Falklands you 
should certainly consider joining the British 
Forces South Atlantic Islands Conservation 
Society BCS for short, it’s an opportunity to 
be part of a movement aspiring to protect 
our environment for future generations. 
BCS is a well-established, committed 
group of volunteers who enjoy achieving 
that little extra to ensure local wildlife 
and ecosystems continue to thrive. This is 
achieved through education, projects and 
linking in with resident organisations such 
as Falklands Conservation and the South 
Atlantic Environmental Research Institute. 

We desire clean seas to surf, picturesque mountains to climb and pristine snowy 
landscapes to slide! But how do we avoid losing these natural wonders? This isn’t an article 
about sport. Instead it’s about encouraging eco-activity and conserving our natural world. 

It’s a fun, Whole Force 
and dependant’s 
effort.

 The Falkland 
Islands are important 
for several animals. 
Absolutely, seeing 
penguins in their 
natural habitat 
is a must during 
a deployment. 
However, the Islands 
are also home to 
many other species 

Sport - Not this one
by Sophie Foxen and Pete Cornish
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including almost three quarters of 
the worlds Black-browed albatross 
and two native birds, the Steamer 
duck and Cobb’s wren. Recently 
BCS helped rebuild the Wild Bird 
Rehabilitation centre, which helps 
nurse injured and ill birds back to 
health. Additionally, the marine 
life of the Falklands is abundant 
with 25 cetaceans (whale, dolphin 
or porpoises) and three types of pinniped 
(seal). The society is helping to protect 
cetaceans by participating with the Sei 
whale project. It is helping to document 

their distribution and population structure. 
BCS also gets involved with restoration 

projects, such as invasive gorse and thistle 
removal and native tussac grass planting. 
Members of BCS recently travelled to 

Middle and Motley 
Island where they’ve 
planted nearly half 
a hectare of tussac 
grass. The last time 
humans stepped 
on these islands 
was around five 
years ago, it was 
a privilege to visit 
such a pristine and 
remote location. In 
addition to helping 
local wildlife and 
encouraging 
ecosystems BCS has 
been involved in 

upcycling projects. Old pallets have been 
made into bird houses and planters. The 
aspiration is to create a native plant garden 
totally from spare pallets.   

Education is at the heart of what 
BCS achieves. There are regular talks 
from visiting and local conservation 
professionals, wildlife spotting excursions, 
projects with the local primary school and 
joint events with Falklands Conservation. 

Over time the innate value of wildlife 
interest from tourists and progress in the 
economy have brightened the future 
for Falklands biodiversity. If you’re due 
to deploy to the Falkland Islands soon 
and have a keen interest in preserving 

our natural world then 
please get in touch via 
our Facebook page ‘BFSAI 
Conservation Society’. 

Edited by Dave Walker
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by Lynsey Kelly

What a 
difference a 
year makes!
I’ve never really been a 
naturally fit person, sports 
didn’t ever interest me and the 
only thing I’ve ever won was 
an egg and spoon race when I 
was about 6!

When I was serving with the Royal Air Force 
I never struggled with the physical aspects 
of my job as a Movements Controller and 
would happily get involved with sporting 
events and compulsory phys (not before a 
little grumble, mind).  I lived for the socials 
and would happily dance the night away in 
my skyscraper heels, swigging on a bottle 
of blue WKD with not a single care in the 
world, other than making sure my alarm 
was set for work the next morning.  

When I started to develop pains in my 
legs, anything physical became hard – 
really, very hard.  I would get criticised for 
not keeping up, but keen to prove people 
wrong and worried about my career 
prospects, I would try my hardest to keep 
up with the rest, until I was literally broken.  
After a lengthy delay of, ‘it’s just shin splints, 
I was diagnosed with Bilateral Anterior 
Compartment syndrome.

Compartment syndrome occurs when 
the pressure within a compartment 
increases, which cuts off blood flow to 
whole muscle groups and results in a 
loss of oxygen to the tissues.  For me, this 
causes intense pain, numbness, pins and 
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needles and the inability to 
flex my feet. Suffice to say, my 
mood plummeted, my activity 
dropped, the skyscraper heels 
gathered dust and my weight 
started to increase – sports and 
socials were officially off the 
agenda.

When I was medically 
discharged in 2010, I really 
was at my lowest. As well as 
struggling with chronic pain, 
and all the general worries that 
come with leaving the Military, 
I felt worthless and as though 
I’d failed at all I’d ever wanted 
– I’d lost the kudos, the travel 
to far flung places, the obscure 
and interesting jobs and the 
social life, which was the biggest blow for 
me.  I lost my purpose and often wondered 
what the point in life was.  The effect on 
my mood would heighten the pain, which 
in turn would make me feel worse. Like a 
hamster in its wheel, I was living a perpetual 
cycle of ‘going nowhere’.  

In the latter part of 2017, during a 
particularly low spell of mood, I had the 
overwhelming realisation that something 
needed to change – plodding along was 
no longer an option, so I drew a line, forcing 
me into deciding to win my life back, live 
in the present and take ownership of my 
future!  

I contacted veterans’ charities to find out 
what was available to me and from there, 
the ball started rolling pretty quickly.

I took part in a swimming course, 
facilitated by Help for Heroes, to learn how 

‘‘I lost my purpose and often wondered what the point in life was.  The effect on my mood would 
heighten the pain, which in turn would make me feel worse. Like a hamster in its wheel, I was living a 

perpetual cycle of  ‘going nowhere’. ’’

to swim properly.  The anxious part of me 
was nauseously nervous and doubt started 
to creep in, not least because I was going to 
have to don a swimming costume in front 
of a load of strangers. But I did it and what’s 
more, I LOVED it - even more so because 
those strangers were actually likeminded 
people, who all had their demons and 
difficulties, yet supported and encouraged 
everyone else.

So, I set myself a goal – albeit a tad 
ambitious and ballsy – I was going to 
compete in some fashion at some point 
in the future.  I mean, obviously I decided 
this when I’d had a couple of gins and 
snort-laughed at how ludicrous an idea it 
was. I was encouraged by my swimming 
teacher to apply for the 2019 Department 
of Defence Warrior Games. These games 
are designed to introduce wounded, ill and 
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injured service members and veterans from 
all branches of the Military to Paralympic-
style sports and showcase their resilient 
spirit.  Well, apart from sniggering at the 
thought of me ever being referred to as an 
athlete, I registered my interest knowing I 
had nothing to lose, but fully expecting a 
big, fat NO.

On 30th January last year I opened a 
surprising email…

‘We are delighted to congratulate you on 
your selection for the UK Armed Forces Team 
for the Warrior Games 2019’

Well, I stopped dead in my tracks and had 
to read the email several times - for the first 
time in a long time, maybe even ever, I was 
speechless.  As if I’d been selected!? I was 
to fly with my fellow teammates to Tampa, 
Florida, to be hosted by the US Special 
Operations Command and compete in the 
2019 DoD Warrior Games in Swimming, 
Archery and Shooting.

S**t.
The five months following this email 

became a whirlwind. I was invited to be the 
Vice-Captain for the UK team (Kleenex was 
my friend that day), had interviews with 
various media teams including the BBC, 

BFBS and America’s NBC and challenged 
fears with plenty of firsts, successfully 
pushing the boundaries of my comfort 
zones.  Walking out at the Opening 
Ceremony, to thousands of people cheering 
for us felt incredible; at that moment, in 
my cobalt blue and union flag team kit, 
carrying the Help for Heroes flag, I felt 
special, very special.

Arriving back to the UK saw me head 
straight into the Invictus UK Trials, held 
in Sheffield, where I was able to not only 
enjoy the experience, a lot more relaxed, 
but also mentor others who were new to 
sports recovery (which I loved).  I managed 
to break my Warrior Games personal bests 
in swimming and was placed 1st in the 
Women’s Open Recurve Archery – my first 
ever gold medal – I’d only picked a bow up 
for the first time in February 2019!  

The joy and laughter of being around 
supportive, likeminded people helped 
remind me of the fantastic times I’d had 
throughout my life, which I’d clearly 
suppressed in favour of sadness, pain and 
negativity – sports recovery encourages 
a new view on life - bad days will still 
come, but I am gaining the strength to 

persevere and understand that they are 
not permanent, only temporary.  I feel 
proud of myself again. I am also delighted 
to tell you that I have been selected as one 
of 65 injured, wounded and sick service 
personnel and veterans, who will travel to 
the Hague, in May as part of Team UK for 
the Invictus Games 2020! 

Ten years post medical discharge, I’m 
going to be representing not only the RAF 
and wider MOD, but the Country!

My sports recovery journey over the past 
year has helped me discover feelings and 
emotions that are positive; there are things 
about myself that I am learning I can and 
need to let go of. I can stop worrying about 
what has happened in the past. I don’t need 
to be in control of everything. Fear is a liar 
and I am not a failure!  

Sure, there are still things I need to work 
on, but people I’ve known for years have 
said they’ve never seen me so happy and 
motivated. I believe this change is thanks 
to my journey. I am now passionate about 
championing the positive changes that 
sports and adaptive sports can have on life.
If I can do it, believe me, so can you!

Watch this space - we’ll be hearing more 
from Lynsey after Invictus Games 2020 - The 
Hague, and she’ll be joined by others from 
the RAF community.

Edited by Rachael Lee

‘‘The joy and laughter of  being around supportive, likeminded people helped remind me of  
fantastic times I’ve had throughout my life, which I’ve clearly suppressed in favour of  sadness, pain 

and negativity – sports recovery encourages a new view on life -’’

An insight into sport in the RAF
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The RAF Central Fund has launched a survey to gain insight into 
sport and physical activity across the RAF. Working with approved 
MOD supplier YouGov, this new piece of market research will 
give the RAF’s charity for sport and physical activity a sound 
understanding of the current state of play and enable it to provide 
support where it is most needed. 

The YouGov supported survey into sport and physical activity 
across the RAF can be accessed at www.yougov.com/rafcf and 
is being rolled out across the RAF. The closing date for responses 
is Friday 3 April 2020 and key findings from the research will be 
announced at the RAF Sports Conference at the end of April 20. A 
few words from Ross Perriam, CEO, RAF Central Fund:  ‘Our research 

An insight into sport in the RAF

project will provide us with evidence as to the importance and impact 
physical activity has within the RAF. This first of its kind survey will set 
the baseline for us and provide a starting point to monitor provision 
changes and how the population responds. We want as many people 
as possible regardless of their current level of physical activity to take 
part by completing our survey. Not only do we want to get as full a 
picture as possible but we want to understand what the barriers to 
physical activity in the RAF might be so that we can help address them.

Ultimately, our charity exists to safeguard the health and wellbeing 
of serving personnel through sports and physical activity and through 
this research we will be able ensure that the support we provide 
benefits as many people as possible and is focussed where it is most 
needed’.

www.candmpublishing.co.uk
Tel: 0792 984 3354 
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The chance email that had been filtered 
as spam turned out to be an invitation 
for the RAF, through the RAF Gliding and 
Soaring Association (RAFGSA), to attend 
the 30th International Gliding Competition 
at the Brazilian Air Force Academy near 
Sau Paulo. South America is not unfamiliar 
to the RAFGSA which has for many years 
undertaken mountain flying expeditions 
to the Chilean Andes, but this was the first 
time that it had been invited to participate 
in competition flying. Numerous quick-
fire emails were sent to graciously accept 
the offer and to confirm with the Defence 
Attaché in Brazil that RAFs attendance 
would be approved.

Jon Arnold and I were selected by the 
RAFGSA committee to compete. Both of us 
are experienced competition glider pilots 
who have flown in overseas competitions. 
With the Brazilian Air Force offering to 
provide accommodation and messing and 
the Defence Attaché generously funding 

RAF SOARING     
SUCCESS IN     
SOUTH AMERICA 

by Luke Dale

It’s not often that a junk email turns about to be trustworthy, 
but in the case of the recent RAF Gliding and Soaring 
Associations (RAFGSA) visit to Brazil, the offer received 
certainly wasn’t too good to be true! 

the flights, everything was in place for 
the RAF to attend. After a 12-hour flight 
and 3-hour drive the pair duly arrived 
at the Brazilian Air Force Academy at 
Pirassununga.

Gliders are very easy to transport. The 
wings detach with a swift unbolt and the 
entire airframe can be placed into a trailer in 
a matter of minutes. However, moving two 
RAFGSA gliders for use some 6000 miles 
across the Atlantic Ocean wasn’t going 
to be straightforward. Fortunately, part of 
the invitation included the use of Brazilian 
Air Force gliders and both Jon and I were 
allocated a twin-seat Duo Discus high-
performance sailplane and a Brazilian Air 
Force gliding instructor to show them the 
nuances of gliding in Brazil.

The terrain in the greater Sau Paulo 
region of Brazil is largely agricultural, with 
lots of large open fields that could easily 
be used for landing in the event of the 
glider not being able to make it back to 

a runway. The weather conditions 
at Pirassununga were excellent for 
gliding. With that part of the Southern 
Hemisphere entering its Summer 
months, the sky was filled on most 
days with fluffy white cumulus clouds. 
These are what glider pilots most 
often use to indicate where thermals 
are forming - huge columns of rising 
air caused by the sun heating the 
ground and in turn heating the air 
directly above. As the temperature of 
the air increases, it becomes buoyant 
and a pocket of air begins to rise. 
When a glider flies into a thermal, the 
pilot can orbit in the rising air, which 
allows the aircraft to climb. Due to 
the temperatures in Brazil the thermals are 
so strong that they can allow the glider 
to climb at rates of up to 1,200 feet per 
minute - quicker than most light powered 
aircraft can achieve. Strong thermals also 
lead to high cloud-bases, with climbs up 
to 12,000ft not uncommon for that time 
of year. These conditions are perfect for 
cross-country gliding, which is essential for 
a successful competition.

The competition itself took place over 
4 days. Each day the weather would be 
evaluated using complex forecasting tools 
to determine which areas would provide 
the best gliding conditions. A daily cross-
country route would then be declared by 
the competition organisers. These would 
normally comprise 4-5 waypoints to cover 
distances of between 300-400 kilometres 
before landing back at the Academy. 
The waypoints are then programmed 

The Brazilian AF Academy at Pirassununga, from which the competition was flown. © Luke Dale

DG1001 on take-off. The cable attached to the nose of the glider is connected 
to the towplane. Photo: Soldado Vaz/Academia da Forca Aerea

Competition prize-giving, with both RAF competitors on the 
podium. Photo: Soldado Vaz/Academia da Forca Aerea
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into the onboard glide computers in the 
cockpit to aid navigation. Typically, by 1100 
the weather would be suitable to start 
launching the 30 gliders in the competition, 
achieved by using a fleet of powerful 
tow planes. Once the last glider was 
airborne the competition organisers would 
announce over the radio that the ‘start line’ 
was open. 

It’s now down to the pilots to choose the 
optimal time to start the task. Start too early 
and there’s the potential to miss out on 
better developing weather conditions. Start 
too late and there’s no guarantee there will 
be enough thermals to get you home.

Choosing when to start is very much 
a game of tactics, but there is also an 
element of luck. Most pilots will ‘read’ the 
sky and come to similar conclusions about 
when to start, which leads to an exciting 
race across the skies. Pilots will be vying 
to follow the best energy lines to achieve 

faster speeds and complete the task in 
the quickest time. The glider’s position is 
logged by on onboard GPS which saves 
the actual route flown to an exportable file. 
These are then used by the competition 
scorers to determine how fast each glider 
flew around the task, with points awarded 
based on speed. The fastest speed during 
the competition was over a task of 390km 
at an average speed of 149kph (92mph) - all 
without an engine!

Each day the scores are added up and 
the pilot with the most points wins the 
overall competition. The RAFGSA had two 
podium finishes with Jon finishing third 
and I was second out of the 30 competitors. 
‘The conditions available in Brazil are 
excellent for gliding. Some of the best 

I’ve experienced. It has been fantastic to 
strengthen our ties with the Brazilian Air 
Force through our common interest in 
gliding’. Plans are now underway for a team 
from the Brazilian Air Force to visit the UK 
in Summer 2020 and experience gliding in 
the somewhat more unpredictable British 
climate.

If you would like to get involved with 
gliding, there are RAFGSA Clubs at Easterton 
(near RAF Lossiemouth), RAF Marham, RAFC 
Cranwell, RAF Cosford, RAF Halton, Keevil 
(near RAF Brize Norton) and RAF Odiham. 
‘Soaring Eagle’ is also available through 
the Eagle AT Scheme at RAF Syerston. For 
more details, check out the RAFGSA website 
www.rafgsa.org or see your PEd Flight.

Edited by Kev Morley

The competition grid at Pirassununga with 
competitors and ground crew. Photo:  Soldado 

Vaz/Academia da Forca Aerea

DG1001 on take-off. The cable attached to the nose of the glider is connected 
to the towplane. Photo: Soldado Vaz/Academia da Forca Aerea

Competition prize-giving, with both RAF competitors on the 
podium. Photo: Soldado Vaz/Academia da Forca Aerea

Academy DG1001 landing 
Soldado Vaz / Academia da Forca Aerea

The elegant Arcus glider
Soldado Vaz / Academia da Forca Aerea
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RIDING INTO THE WEEKEND...

Most motorsport enthusiasts 
will know of the freedom and 
excitement that can be found 
when riding a motorcycle, but 
a race bike is another level. 
Then you get your classic race 
machines! Years of refinement, 
knowledge and enthusiasm go 
into these bikes making each 
ride an experience to remember 
for the riders and the hundreds 
of spectators who attend each 
race meeting at the best circuits 
in the country.

Main photo: Woodward at a wet Cadwell Park. Photo: Pete Morris
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RIDING INTO THE WEEKEND...
Some classic and vintage machines can 
set you back tens of thousands of pounds 
before you even think about trying to race 
it but it doesn’t have to be that way. You can 
take a 40-year-old commuter motorcycle 
and modify it far beyond what it was 
designed to handle. In doing so, you create 
the kind of machine that could embarrass 
more expensive machines - assuming it 
makes it across the finish line.

The Classic Racing Motorcycle Club 
(CRMC) started with Andy Green, Symon 
Woodward and Shaun Houston racing 
Honda MT 125s. The bikes are supplied by 
Jerry Longland of Earnshaws Motorcycles 
and over the years Woodward invited riders 
he thought would suit the group. The team 
ran the MT’s in 2010 but they needed a 
new image. Red and white decals were the 
original factory design and colour for the 
little Hondas and with some light blue paint 
the team were happy with their new image. 
They decided to call themselves the RAF 
Classic Racing Team and welcomed some 
new sponsors.

The team consists of a number of 
Regular, Reservists and retired members 
with a variety of racing experience from 
international road racers to novices, as well 
as support crew. All riders represent the 
Royal Air Force Motorsports Association 
(RAFMSA).  Our aim is not of championship 
winning superstars but service personnel 
getting away for the weekend to unwind.

The 2019 season kicked off at Castle 
Combe which was a first for the series. 
Combes familiar former airfield layout may 
not inspire at a glance, but in practice it is a 
very fast, wide and technical circuit that is 
tough to master. The team for the weekend 
was Symon Woodward, Andrew Green, 
Mick Rudd, David Williams, Paul Kirkby, John 
Brown and I, with Roy Dale on the spanners.  
Although there are multiple classes, its 
often to end up on the grid next to one of 
team. That just makes the win even sweeter.

Similar matched Yamaha RD’s buzz and 
scream towards the next corner, right hands 
hovering over the brake lever but unwilling 
to be the one to brake first. A lighter weight 
Suzuki X7 nimbly nips up the inside of 
them, only to immediately seize its engine 
dropping away whilst the other riders eye 
each other’s kill switches. A trail of sweet 
smelling blue exhaust fumes is left trailing. 

Green and Woodward at Castle Combe. Photo: Steve Bird

Williams on his FZ600. Steve Bird

by Gavin Heggs 
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Breathing apparatus is optional for those who 
qualified at the rear. It is real racing, where 
corner speed is key and elbows clash.

Our eagerness to send it hard from the 
drop of the flag was tempered by lack of 
experience with Castle Combe and the 
cold damp conditions. The scattered bits of 
broken fibreglass, lines of cement dust and 
dug up turf illustrated us what comes from 
overenthusiasm in such conditions.

Things quickly proved to be unpredictable 
on the next 250 outing when Green 
managed to knock a fairing fastener out 
during the parade lap, this resulted in him 
not being allowed to start (despite his best 
efforts to cover the fact up, typical aircrew) 
and Woodward, who had fit a ‘newish’ tyre, 
found his cheapskate antics were now trying 
to kill him as his bike slipped and weaved 
underneath him. Meanwhile, I managed to 
find some pace, picking up 6 places. Slow 
and steady finishes each race but I knew I 
would need to try harder this season and the 
seconds were tumbling off my lap times.

Sunday came and things moved up a 
notch. Woodward brought back another 2nd 
whilst Green just lost out on a bitter battle 
for 3rd. Rudd again started but failed to 
finish on his X7, but I had slightly more luck 
as I finished but nursed the bike home with 
suspension issues.

The final 250 race was an epic battle for 
Woodward and Green who exchanged 
places corner for corner as they competed 
for 2nd. I, however got off to a good start and 
was trying my best to stay with the leaders. 
Back in his groove, my RD was having no 
difficulties with the fast sweeping left, right of 
Folley and Avon rise. I pushed the RD as hard 
as I dared, passing and being retaken in quick 

succession. The 
last lap flag was 
out, and I pinned 
it down the inside 
of another rider 
through Folley on 
the wrong side 
of the white line 
and didn’t dare 
let off. I didn’t 
know at the time, 
but I had put 
5 bike lengths 
behind him! You 
don’t need to be 
fighting for first to 
have a spectacular race! Williams and Rudd 
also had some great rides on the day, Rudd 
was just happy to get some track time on 
the Suzuki RG after his X7 demise.

Round two was held at Anglesey circuit 
in North Wales. The Philip Island of the UK 
was sparsely attended with Woodward 
unable to attend, Green recovering from 
surgery and Rudd’s X7 still un-rideable. This 
meant I was the only RAFMSA rider on the 
250 grid. No pressure! After a season of 
average results, I set off on a wet Anglesey 
circuit with the hope to just stay on the 
bike and hold my position. It turned out to 
be a good tactic. Between the race leader 
and I, every other rider crashed out, and 
while some remounted, it was the tricky 
conditions that secured my first 2nd place. 
Another podium was to follow on the 
Sunday, but I worked hard to get there. 

The work started after production 
practice when new member to the team, 
John Brown, failed to return from the circuit. 

A short while later he reappeared with a 
medical chit and new christened leathers, 
with a scuffed backside. Enthusiasm had 
exceeded talent, but luckily Brown was not 
hurt, and the bike should be back on the 
track after a little work with the big hammer. 
We soon had the sub-frame, peg and clip-
on back in shape ready to ride and he had 
only missed one race, but now Williams was 
missing too! 

Time wore on and after a few enquiries 
we learned that Williams had been involved 
in a big crash with two other riders, one 
of whom had ridden over him. He was off 
to hospital, leaving the team and other 
riders to sort his bikes and belongings out. 
A good thing to come out of a crash at a 
race; you get to witness the team ethos - 
everyone there to help out when someone 
is in trouble. Williams, although seriously 
hurt, was home a few days later and is well 
on the road to recovery.

Edited by Gary Hignett

Green in action at Pembrey. Photo: Steve Bird

Williams VFR750.Photo: Steve Bird
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6k Time Trial
Akamas 11k Hill Run

Akamas Multiterrain 1/2 Marathon
10k Paphos City Run

Race on day 4 is open to runners 
not participating in the other 3 races

For every 7 full paying 
participants, 

the 8th person is free

www.cypruschallenge.com
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We are looking for enthusiastic 
volunteers to become 

sub-editors for Cycling and Equitation

WE WANT 
YOU IN OUR

TEAM!

Enlist now
Rachael Lee 

RAFActiveMag+editor@gmail.com
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The trip to Lusen, North Italy 
came just in time to kill the 
January blues. It was time again 
to get back on the ice, this time 
with more confidence and 
speed! 

I was introduced to Natural Luge through 
the street event held at RAF Wittering, 
and this was my second ice camp after a 
successful and exciting one last year. The 
adrenaline, speed and excitement were 
some of the aspects which attracted me to 
the sport and have kept me hooked ever 
since.

As with all camps and most ice sports we 
started by going through safety procedures 
so that sliders and instructors were all 
fully compliant. Safety in sport is highly 
prioritised, when this sport goes wrong it 
can go very wrong. Sliding down the ice 
on a tray at full speed lends itself to many 
possible outcomes, but the speed, the risk 
and the overall adrenaline is what brings 
us back for more. We started sliding after 
a quick familiarisation of the basic drills 
and techniques. Everyone was eager to 
get on to ice and was quick to get back 
into the swing of things. Its only when you 
start again you realise what you have been 
missing!

As the temperature drops the training 

Cold as Ice - 
Fast as Lightning 

by Dulan Patabendi

progresses, cold is the best 
for these sorts of endeavours. 
The track is so long that we 
split it down into sections. The 
team breaks up into groups 
and tackle each section in turn. 
The importance of control and 
concentration was always the 
top priority which we then use to 
progressively build up the speed, 
that’s all we want to do: Go faster! 
With camps being so short it’s a 
balance of safely progressing and 

pushing individual boundaries, by the end 
of day 2 everyone had covered the entire 
track and now began the difficult task of 
meticulously weaving it together. All the 
different parts of the course that we had 
practiced needed to become one whilst 
also memorising the corners and keeping 
the racing line.

Part of our trip broke from normal 
training for a very interesting day. The 
team drove to Douchnofen to watch the 
World Cup where our own team GB sliders 
Kelly Gwillian and Chelsea Medlock were 
racing. It was an amazing experience for 
us to get to see other sliders on the World 
Cup circuit and to see the amazing level of 
sliding that they race at. The girls competed 
hard finishing a very healthy 17th and 18th 

Team Dunlop – Photo: Eddy Dunlop 
& Claire Adamson

Team GBR - a long walk to the start! Photo: Eddy Dunlop
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Cold as Ice - 
Fast as Lightning 

with competitive times. It was such 
a good feeling to cheer on the in 
the World Cup sliders. Both Kelly 
and Chelsea were really happy to 
see some familiar faces at the finish 
line. Their display only gives us more 
motivation and more drive to get 
back on the track. 

Back on the course with some 
warmer days we pushed to perform 
like our heroes, piecing together 
parts of the track and working 
on our racing lines. This was the 
time to excel and to push those 
boundaries with race day looming 
at the end of the week. As you 
would expect, as the improvements 
come, so to do the crashes, but that 
is all part of training. A few bruises 
never stopped anyone. Those two 
days were physically and mentally 
challenging with everyone showing 
improvements on the track. Two 
days putting the team into ‘stretch’ 
and coming out the other side faster 
and more resilient, a testament to our 
coaching staff, and to the individuals drive 
to perform.

Race day! To everyone else iinvolved in 
snow sports, waking up to fresh snow is the 
dream; to ice sliders, though,not so much. 
Tricky conditions added a new edge to race 
day. The racing line became extra important 
and winning would be decided by it. To 
ensure safety everyone completed 2 runs 
prior to the final race to get to grips with 
the differing conditions and get themselves 
pumped. The days racing was completed 
safely with everyone finishing their run and 
providing some very impressive times. I 
took 1st place, with Kelly Gwilliam in 2nd 
and Ali Ball took a respectful 3rd position.

Coaching played a huge part in our 
success, and that was down to head coach 
Eddy Dunlop (MBE).  Eddy has dedicated 
27 years to the sport, coaching both the 
RAF and GBR teams. He was extremely 
impressed by the progression of all the 
athletes, who took their sliding to the next 
level. Even those who had never been on 

the ice before completed the 
full race run, which is even more 
exceptional, due to the very fast 
and well-prepared ice. 

Kelly Gwilliam and Chelsea 
Medlock joined the RAF 
Championships, taking a break 
from the World Circuit where 
they are representing Great 
Britain on the Federation of 
Natural Luge Camp, taking part 
in 6 races over 3 months. They 
have been doing the sport for 
4 years (that’s only 4 weeks on 
ice!) and started the sport by 
trying a Street Luge taster day 
as a Serviceman Awaiting Trade 
Training at RAF Halton. This just 
goes to show that the opportunities are 
there and that they just need to be grasped 
by passionate individuals. 

This has been a fantasticweek spent with 
amazing people. The effort from all sliders 
made the week that extra special and 
competitive. I am very proud to have won 

1st place in the RAF Championships and 
would encourage more people to join this 
sport!

If you are interested in giving the Natural 
Luge a try, please contact Claire Adamson 
Claire.Adamson526@mod.gov.uk or Chris 
Dupee Christopher.Dupee879@mod.gov.uk

Edited by Chris Challenor

RAF Natural Luge & GBR athletes. Photo Chris Ward

Team GBR - GB sliders 
Kelly Gwillian and Chelsea 
Medlock Photo: Chris Ward
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What’s On?
by Chris McNarry RAFActiveMag+whatson@gmail.com
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New Year, New Adventure?
The Festive Season is well and truly over and the last of the choco-
lates have been consumed. Have you thought about what sport or 
activity are you going to get involved with as the weather turns? Why 
not have a look at the plethora of activities offered by the RAF, some 
of which you may never have had a go at before, in this edition of 
What’s On. RAF Rowing is one such sport that you may have tried 
on a machine in the gym, but out on the water it’s a much different 
experience.  

There are many events, catering from novice to the seasoned pro-
fessional, so why not have a go? The RAF has over 50 sporting and 
adventurous training associations, which are currently active and 
looking for new members. Whichever activity you would like to try 
out, you will find all the information you need on the RAF Sports 
Federation Website at: www.rafsportsfederation.uk or you can 
search on the internet and social media.  

So, what are you waiting for...go and find that new adventure!
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RAF Mountaineering
There are so many activities you can do with the RAF 
Mountaineering Association. From hill walking to indoor 
bouldering, from ice climbing to scrambling. Whether you’ve 
never tried mountaineering before, or if you have a full 
logbook, there is something for you.

The Armed Forces Bouldering league that ran through the 
winter was a huge success, with over 100 participants at most 
events from all 3 services. Next up in the competition season 
is 6 May 2020, the RAF Climbing Champs, open to everyone. 

If you prefer the outdoors RAFMA has monthly weekend 
meetings all over the country. There is also a summer and 
winter and winter concentration. RAFMA members will make 
up part of the British Services Mountaineering Expedition 
(BSME) which sets off this year, check them out on social 
media @bsme20

Both BSME20 and RAFMA are proud to be in partnership 
with the largest Armed Forces charity, The Royal British 
Legion. Did you know, mountaineering is used in 
rehabilitation of service personnel and veterans suffering 
mental health difficulties and physical injuries? Many RAFMA 
members find mountaineering helps them tackle everyday 
life stresses as well as making them fitter and happier.’

Dates for your diary:
24 - 26 Apr 20  Peaks meet
6 May 20   RAF Climbing Champs - all welcome,   
   from first attempt climbing to seasoned  
   competitors
22 - 25 May 20  Scottish meet
19 - 28 June 20  Lakes summer concentration
24 - 26 Jul 20  South West meet
28-31 Aug 20  Peaks camping Families Meet
25-27 Sep 20  N Wales 
23-25 Oct 20  Peaks
13-15 Nov 20  AGM weekend Lakes
22-24 Jan 21 Lakes 
26-28 Feb 21  N Wales 
19-28 Mar 21  Scotland Winter concentration

Meets can be booked by members via https://www.
eventbrite.co.uk/o/rafma-meets-21753830284

For more information, a membership application or any 
questions contact Team Publicity (Sophie, Matt and Johnny) 
on Rafma.publicity@gmail.com  Please follow us on social 
media @RAFMountaineer
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RAF Rowing Association

Royal Air Force Fencing has started 2020 off 
to a flying (lunge) start with success for our 
Epee Team in several national competitions.  
We aim to continue this success for the 
rest of the year. RAF Fencing is delighted to 
announce the formation of the RAF Brize 
Norton Fencing Club.  Training nights are 
Wednesday’s from 2000 – 2200 hrs in the 
Station Gym and are open to the Whole 
Force, Tri Service at Brize Norton. For further 
information you can contact RAF Fencing 
on Social Media, @raffencing or on email: 
raffencingunion@mod.gov.uk). 

Looking ahead, RAF Fencing are running 
our usual season, dates are:
1) RAF Champs, RAF Cosford 15 – 17 May 
20. Open to all fencers. RAF Champs inform the team selection the Inter Services 
(where Fencers earn their RAF Colours!). 
2)  RAF Open, RAF Cosford 28 – 29 Jun 20. 
A public competition, giving a national ranking, run by the RAF. 
3)  UKAF Fencing Inter Services, HMS Temeraire 13 – 16 Jul 20. 
The annual Triangular event, RAF v Army v Navy. Individual entries also accepted. 
Team selection by RAF Fencing Captain.

RAF Fencing Association

The aim of the RAF Rowing Association is to promote Rowing within the 
RAF for all skill levels. The RAFRA is a fun and welcoming organisation 
with competitive squads as well as recreational rowers. Anyone is 
welcome to come along to the events we host, whether you are a 
complete beginner and have never rowed before or are a seasoned pro 
and have been actively involved in rowing in the past. 

Training takes place Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays depending 
on river conditions, at the RAF Watersports Centre Danesfield. We have 
many members who are active across the UK at multiple Rowing Clubs, 
including partnerships with Peterborough City Rowing Club and Lincoln 
City Rowing Club. In addition to the regular training days, we also host 
learn to row events throughout the year, as well as inter-regional races 
and the Joint Services Regatta. 

For further information on all of the above, please contact the RAF 
Rowing Club via the following methods: Your local PEd Flt, visit the 
website at www.rafsportsfederation.uk/sports/raf-rowing-association  or 
the RAFRA Moss portal. The RAF Rowing Club can also be followed on 
Twitter via @RAF_Rowing_Club.

Events for the diary:
1-3 May               The World Pilot Gig Championships
5 Apr                     Bedford Spring Fours & Small Boats HoRR
10 May                 Nottingham Masters & Club Regatta
30-31May           Met Regatta
30-31 May          Peterborough Regatta
13 Jun                  British Rowing Masters Championships
19-21 Jun            Henley Women’s Regatta
20 Jun                   Marlow Regatta
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Representative 
Football

RAF Football have several 
fixtures over the rest of the 
season.  The RAF Ladies 
Representative Team (LRT) 
defend their Inter-Services 
crown, having won last year.  
The Veterans also won their 
version of the Inter-Services.  

Inter-Station

The RAF Cup and Plate 
Competition have seen the 
introduction of RAF Akrotiri to 
the competition.  They have 
progressed to the Quarter 
Finals after an away victory 
at RAF Wittering and then 
beating RAF Leeming at 
home.  RAF Northolt are the 
latest team that benefit from 
a trip to Cyprus.  The RAF 
Cup and RAF FA Plate (Inter-
Station) semi-final games will 
take place on 2 Apr 20, and 
the final will be in May (dates 
tbc). 

RAF Football Association

Broader Engagement
We support the National Rainbow Laces Campaign 
across all areas of the RAFFA. Coaching development 
opportunities continue to be well attended with a full 
range of courses provided to meet with FA guidelines. 
Course dates are yet to be finalised but all interested 
personnel should contact Shiela Haining - Phone: 01993 
895559 (9am - 5pm Monday - Friday) Email: sheila.
haining711@mod.gov.uk

Events for the diary:
1-3 May               The World Pilot Gig Championships
5 Apr                     Bedford Spring Fours & Small Boats HoRR
10 May                 Nottingham Masters & Club Regatta
30-31May           Met Regatta
30-31 May          Peterborough Regatta
13 Jun                  British Rowing Masters Championships
19-21 Jun            Henley Women’s Regatta
20 Jun                   Marlow Regatta
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RAF Windsurfing
Royal Air Force Windsurfing is within the RAF Sailing 
Association (RAFSA). Their aim is to enable our personnel 
to participate in enjoyment of Sport through Dinghy Sailing, 
Windsurfing, Offshore Cruising and Racing and Safety / 
Powerboating.  

Enjoy being out on the water?
Then why not take part in one of the many different disciplines 
that we offer in a wide variety of locations in the UK.  
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Compete - Join the Reigning Service Championsfor events 
throughout the year:
Spring Wave Champs 27 Apr-1 May: Marazion
Spring Slalom Champs 1-5 June: Hayling Island
RAF Champs 16-17 July: Rutland Water
Inter-Service Champs 16-17 September: Weymouth
Wave Champs 3-11 October: Tiree
Speed Champs 3-11 October: Weymouth

Force Development - Looking for an FD activity Day? 
Try a windsurfing taster day at Rutland Water:
16 July, 12 August, 16 September
More dates possible upon request. All kit and tuition is 
included. 
Learn - learn to windsurf with the RAF. RYA quals at 
unbeatable prices:

Beginner Courses: 3-5 June, 1-3 July, 29-31 July,  9-11 September
Intermediate Courses: 20-22 May, 23-25 September
Private cost: £165. RAFSA cost: £35!
All kit, Tuition and accommodation included at Rutland Water.

Contacts:
Course Bookings Contact: Daryn.Shirley345@mod.gov.uk
Further Information Contact: 
Victoria.Kellagher100@mod.gov.uk
Free sailing available at Rutland, QMSC and Farmoor for all RAFSA 
members.
 
  Twitter: @RAFSailingAssoc 
 
  Instagram: rafsailingassociation
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Publishing Just Got That Bit Easier

From A4 to A5 size, finishes to suit every taste and budget, stitched or perfect bound 
we can talk you through the options. Print runs of 200 copies up to 10,000.

We can offer a design, print, mail and postage service.

Email: info@candmpublishing.co.uk
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One of the British Army’s oldest regiments 
celebrated its 300th anniversary with 
an event at Cardiff Castle. The Welch 

Regiment, originally the 41st Regiment of Foot, 
was made up of Chelsea pensioners and others 
incapable of normal service through disease, age 
or injury. Its history dates back to the early 18th 
Century when ‘a regiment of invalids’ was formed 
from the growing number of pensioners at the 
Royal Chelsea Hospital.

In 1756, it became a marching regiment with 
soldiers serving in conflicts, including the French 
Revolutionary Wars in the West Indies in 1793. 
In 1881, the regiment linked with 69th (South 
Lincolnshire) Regiment of Foot, and was 
moved to Maindy Barracks in Cardiff, 
when it became known as the Welsh 
Regiment. After the move to 
Maindy Barracks, the regiment 
continued to serve all over 
the world, earning 18 major 
battle honours in the following 
100 years. Soldiers fought in the 
first and second world wars and 
also the Korean war in 1952

It was known as the Welsh 
Regiment until 1920, when it 
was renamed the Welch Regiment. 
However, in 1969, it was merged 
with the South Wales Borderers to form 
the Royal Regiment of Wales (24th/41st 
Foot) – who were also celebrating its 50th 
anniversary the same day.

There was one final name change, in 2006, 
when the Royal Regiment of Wales 
amalgamated with the Royal 
Welch Fusiliers to become 
The Royal Welsh. The Royal 
Welsh, and in its history, has 
gained 244 battle 

WELCH 300/RRW 50: Cardiff Castle
Saturday 7th September 2019
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AN ADVENTURE WITH KELLY HOLMES
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